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We propose a simple alternative to the sphericity as a measure of jet structure in e+e

annihilation. Our variable has the property that it can be reliably calculated in perturba-
tion theory in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) for large Q . It is not sensitive to the de-
tails of quark and gluon decay into color-singlet hadrons. We discuss the nonperturbative
effects which are important at moderate Q .

The experimental discovery of jet structure in
the hadronic final states produced in e+e annihi-
lation' sets the stage for an important test of QCD
(quantum chromodynamics). As the center-of-
mass energy Q increases, the effective (pi) (the
momentum transverse to the jet axis) must grow
because of gluon bremsstrahlung. Eventually,
three jet structures should become identifiable.
Meanwhile, theoretical analyses of jet struc-

ture in QCD have evolved. In an early analysis
of sphericity,

S = 2 min(g p i'/p p'f,
Ellis, Gaillard, and Ross' found it necessary to
supplement perturbation theory with quark and
gluon decay functions which describe how the col-
ored partons fragment into color-singlet hadrons.
The theoretical status of decay functions in QCD
is uncertain, ' but at any rate these functions can-
not be reliably computed in perturbation theory.
They must be extracted from experimental data.
In a recent analysis, Sterman and Weinberg

identify jet structure completely within the con-
text of perturbation theory. They define a "jet
differential cross section" as the probability dis-
tribution that all but a small fraction e of the en-
ergy Q is emitted within some pair of oppositely
directed cones of half-angle 6«1. They argue
that this quantity, computed in perturbation theo-

ry in QCD, is free of infrared divergences as the
quark masses go to zero, which suggests that the
perturbation theory calculation is reliable. '
In this Letter, we seek to combine the nice fea-

tures of these two analyses. We define a single
variable which, like sphericity, measures the
deviation from perf ect two-jet structure. But
like the Sterman-Weinberg jet cross section, our
variable should be free of infrared logarithmic
divergences in perturbation theory, and thus in-
dependent of the quark and gluon decay functions.
Our variable which we call spherocity (S') is

defined as follows:
s' = (4i&)'(g I p I&I p I P,

where the jet axis is chosen to minimize QI piI
(typically it will be the direction of the largest
particle momentum). ' In the analysis below, we
will assume that the sum runs over all particles.
In experimental reality, it will usually be con-
venient to sum only over charged particles. Hope-
fully, this distinction will be unimportant.
Before computing the spherocity, we discuss

the logical connection between the absence of in-
frared logarithms in perturbation theory and non-
dependence on parton decay functions. For an ex-
perimentally measurable quantity y to be indepen-
dent of the details of parton decay functions, it
must depend only on the properties of each jet as
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A new quantity, the maximum of the directed momentum, is proposed which measures
jetlikeness in e+e annihilation. This quantity is computed in the quark-gluon model by
using renormalization-group improved perturbation theory.

Hadronic jets have been observed in electron-
positron annihilation experiments at energies
above 5 or 6 GeV.' The jet angular distribution
is nicely predicted by the spin-& parton model. '
Very recently, Sterman and Weinberg' have
shown that the jet structure follows from a trust-
worthy perturbative calculation in a pure field
theory, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), with-
out assuming any phenomenology such as a trans-
ver se-momentum cutoff.
In this paper a new quantity, the maximum di-

rected momentum, or d, is defined which has
two distinct virtues. First it can be used as a
direct measure of the jetlikeness of an event.
Second, it can be computed in QCD in the spirit
of the Sterman-steinberg work. ' Thus the meas-
urement of d would provide a nice test of QCD.
To define d go into the center-of-mass frame

where each final- state particle has momentum
p, with a =1 to n (n is the number of final-state
particles). For an arbitrary unit vector i con-
sider

d(~)=-Q, p. ~e(p. ~),
where 8 is the unit step function. d (& ) tells how
much momentum is directed along & since only
those momenta whose r component is positive
contribute to the sum. Then d is defined as

Thus d is found by maximizingd(r) over all di-
rections and dividing by a normalization factor.
In the case of pure jets, i.e. , all the momentum
coming in two back-to-back, zero-opening-angle
streams, one gets d = ~. If the final state is an
isotropic distribution of an infinite number of
particles (the "opposite"'of jets) then d =4. The
extent to which d is close to & is the extent to
which the event is jetlike. This will be demon-
strated again later.
The quantity d can be reliably computed, order

by order perturbatively, in QCD. The argument
follows that of Sterman and%einberg. ' Suppose
we have a massive theory and do all renormaliza-
tions at some four-momenta of order E, the total
energy. By use of standard renormalization-
group techniques, g, the running coupling con-
stant, is also defined relative to that point. In
an asymptotically free theory like QCD, Z~ tends
to zero as E grows. Even so, most quantities
cannot be reliably computed because there will in
general be terms like a power of in(m/E) which
crop up in higher orders (m is some typical mass).
These terms ruin the perturbation expansion and
they become singular as m- 0.
There is a way out based on a physical assump-

tion yet to be contradicted. Those quantities
(partial cross sections, averages, etc.) which in
the massless case are physically sensible, i.e. ,
measurable in principle, will have a perturbative
expansion free of m -0 singularities. So if one
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A novel derivation of the Q2 dependence of quark and gluon densities (of given 
helicity) as predicted by quantum chromodynamies is presented. The main body of 
predictions of the theory for deep-inleastic scattering on either unpolarizedor polarized 
targets is re-obtained by a method which only makes use of the simplest tree diagrams 
and is entirely phrased in parton language with no reference to the conventional operator 
formalism. 

I .  Introduction 

The quark parton model [1 ] provides us with a very useful and simple description 

of the physics of  deep inelastic phenomena [2]. The theoretical framework which 

justifies the parton model is given by the asymptotically free gauge theory of  strong 

interactions based on the color degrees of  freedom [3] (quantum chromodynamics, 

QCD). Although scaling is predicted to be broken by logarithms (a fact which appears 

to be well consistent with present experiments), the deviations from scaling can be 

and have been computed for deep inelastic structure functions for either unpolarized 

[4,5] or polarized targets [6,7]. In the leading logarithmic approximation, the results 

can again be phrased in the parton language by assigning a well determined Q2 depend. 

ence to the parton densities. In spite of  the relative simplicity of the final results, 

their derivation, although theoretically rigorous, is somewhat abstract and formal, 

being formulated in the language of  renormalization group equations for the coeffi- 

cient functions of  the local operators which appear in the light cone expansion for 

the product of  two currents. 
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Back-to-Back-to Basics
Andrew Larkoski 

Reed College

BOOST 2017, Jane Austen’s death + 200 years - 1 day



In a talk like this, it’s good to re-visit the past, 
to see how far we have come.

3

Let’s review what our goals as a community were.

I will focus on the clearly stated theory goals.



Caveat: 
In 2013 and earlier, many links from BOOST conference 

websites to the Indico agenda are broken.

4

Other selected goals/wishlists from previous BOOST 
conferences can be found in backup slides.
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Charge 1:  Theory Advances

“List two advances that could improve the theory predictions for new signals 
and explain what steps need to be taken to achieve those advances.”

Do we have the tools needed to compare with data in order to calibrate 
our simulations?

Can we improve things by incorporating higher orders, resummation, 
etc to produce more sophisticated tools?

Can we guess where effort of this kind will pay off?

Quarks versus gluon jets? 

It was suggested jet + γ/Z/W/etc could help dig out different mixes of 
subprocesses.

Part of the challenge:  It’s easy to tell if everything is working correctly, 
but hard to isolate a problem if we have one...

Hadronic Final States Working Group
BOOST 2009
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Theory Advances, Continued...

“List two advances that could improve the theory predictions for new signals 
and explain what steps need to be taken to achieve those advances.”

Can we better understand and calibrate our theoretical tools and 
understand which variables are better simulated or more robust?

Systematic study of spectrum of variables and various MC generators.

Gilad Perez showed some results yesterday that represent at least a 
first step toward doing this.

Can we understand which variables and MCs work best together and 
why from first principles? 

Can we make progress on theoretical uncertainties?!

Do we understand the transition regions where showering needs to be 
supplemented with exact matrix elements?

Hadronic Final States Working Group
BOOST 2009
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Hadronic Final States Working Group
BOOST 2009

We now know the answers to these questions.

Concrete theoretical calculations have been vital 
for construction of robust methods.

New observables are regularly introduced that are 
motivated from first-principle understanding of QCD.
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• color connections

– dipolarity/pull

• underlying event

– groomed masses

– hadronic event shapes

– track multiplicities

– jet area

• resummations

– jet mass

– N-jettiness

– angularities

• NLO/NLL importance

– N-jettiness

– jet mass

• factorization

– jet mass

– groomed mass

3 Grooming

3.1 Input from theorists needed:

The grooming jet algorithms are going to be fixed soon for the near future by the experimen-

talists. They need input from the theorists on which grooming algorithms would be useful

to measure, and for what signals/channels. Are any grooming algorithms useful to measure

on jets outside of jet substructure (for general use)? Are there any important theoretical

considerations for the calculability/feasibility of the grooming algorithms? What grooming

methods can reasonably be measured in the coming year by each collaboration?

• which removes contamination best?

• which is calculable?

– 3 –

Measurability and Calculability Working Group Minutes 
BOOST 2011
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Measurability and Calculability Working Group Minutes 
BOOST 2011

In the “early” days, it was unclear if any grooming 
methods could be understood theoretically at all.
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Now, we know that grooming can in some cases 
dramatically simplify theory calculations.

In particular, non-global logarithms can be removed by 
grooming with mMDT/soft drop.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Monte Carlo (left panels) and analytic results (right panels) for the
modified mass-drop tagger (mMDT). The upper panels are for quark jets, the lower panels for gluon
jets. Three values of ycut are illustrated, while µ is always taken to be 0.67 (its precise value has no
impact on the results, as long as it is not substantially smaller than this). The details of the MC
event generation are as for Fig. 1.

tagger deserves further investigation in view of possibly becoming the main recommended

variant of mMDT.13

7.5 Interplay with filtering

The mass-drop tagger is often used together with a filtering procedure, which reduces

sensitivity to underlying event and pileup. In its original incarnation a filtering radius Rfilt

13This would of course leave “modified Mass Drop Tagger” as a somewhat inappropriate name!
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Figure 3: The energy correlation functions C
(↵=2)
1 for quark-initiated jets. Here we compare

Pythia 8 [120] (left), our MLL formula in Eq. (3.8) (right, dashed curves), and our MLL

plus multiple-emissions formula in Eq. (3.13) (right, solid curves). These ↵ = 2 curves

correspond to the case of jet mass-squared (normalized to jet energy squared). We show

both the ungroomed (plain jet) distribution, as well as groomed distributions from soft drop

declustering with zcut = 0.1 and various values of �. For � = 2, 1, we see the expected Sudakov

double logarithmic peaks, while � = 0 (mMDT) has only single logarithms and � = �1 cuts

o↵ at small values. The Pythia 8 distributions do not have hadronization e↵ects, and the

MLL distributions are evaluated by freezing ↵s in the infrared.

find worst agreement between analytics and Monte Carlo in the ungroomed (plain jet) case.

However, one should keep in mind that although the two approximations are roughly of the

same accuracy (MLL), Monte Carlo parton showers also partially contain many subleading

e↵ects. Using the results of Refs. [92, 93], we have checked that subleading e↵ects (like initial-

state radiation and non-global logarithms) play a non-negligible role. Indeed, Pythia 8 is

closer to the full NLL result than to the (less accurate) MLL plus multiple emissions one

presented here. Because the action of soft drop is to remove large-angle soft radiation (e.g.

initial state radiation and non-global logarithms), it is reassuring that our calculations for

the finite � soft-drop curves are indeed in better agreement with the parton shower.

In Fig. 4, we compare our analytic resummation to the parton shower for C
(↵)
1 with

↵ = 1.5, 1, 0.5. Again, the plots on the left are obtained with Pythia 8 while the ones on

the right are the MLL plus multiple emissions results. The same gross features seen with

↵ = 2 are also present here, including the fact that the agreement between Monte Carlo and

analytics is better with grooming than without. Overall, however, the agreement gets worse
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Figure 15. mMDT analytical signal significance from tree level signal and resummed background
as a function of ycut (top left) compared to Herwig++ 2.7.0 [44] at parton level (top right) and with
hadronisation and MPI (bottom left). The signal process used is pp ! ZH where we require the
Higgs and Z to decay hadronically and leptonically respectively with quark backgrounds. We place a
generator level cut on the Higgs transverse momentum pT of 1, 2 and 3 TeV. Jets are tagged around
the Higgs mass with a mass window �M = 16 GeV. The bottom right panel shows the analytic
optimal ycut values as a function of pT (red line) with a 2% variation in signal significance about the
peak (red shaded area). We overlay the optimal results for ycut obtained using Herwig++ 2.7.0 with
hadronisation and underlying event at 1, 2 and 3 TeV, with an equivalent 2% variation about the peak
signal significance (blue bars) and at parton level (black bars).
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Figure 12: Comparison between soft-drop groomed e(2)2 distributions with zcut = 0.1 and

� = 0 (top) and � = 1 (bottom) for matched and normalized NNLL, parton-level, and hadron-

level Monte Carlo. All curves integrate to the same value over the range e(2)2 2 [0.001, 0.1].

The uncertainty band for soft drop with � = 1 at NNLL includes the variation of the two-loop

non-cusp anomalous dimension.

Fig. 12 also illustrates that soft drop grooming eliminates sensitivity to both hadroniza-

tion and underlying event until deep in the infrared. The parton-level and hadron-level dis-

tributions for each Monte Carlo agree almost perfectly until below about e(2)2 . 10�3. That

hadronization e↵ects are small is expected from our e+e� analysis, but this also demonstrates

that underlying event e↵ects are negligible. A similar observation was made in Ref. [8], though

at a much higher jet pT (pT > 3 TeV). As in e+e� collisions, we expect that the hadronization

e↵ects that are observed in the Monte Carlo can be explained by a shape function, though

we leave this to future work.
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Figure 3. Comparison of our analytic results (right) with Pythia simulations (left) for di↵erent choices
of grooming. For the analytic curves, we show the result including only the leading logarithms in ⇢,
Eq. (2.16), valid independently of the groomer, as well as the results including the resummation of the
ln y terms for the pure Y-splitter case, Eq. (2.20), and the mMDT jet mass, Eq. (3.25).

practically used values of y) than other subleading in ⇢ e↵ects we have neglected, such as

non-global logarithms and multiple emission e↵ects. Non-global logarithms in particular are

known to have a substantial impact on the peak height of the jet-mass spectrum [20]. However

these other e↵ects are harder to treat and hence we used the ln y resummation as a convenient

method to assess the impact of some subleading terms on the LL result.

4 Variants

4.1 Y-splitter with mass declustering

We have seen in the previous section that beyond the strict leading logarithmic approximation

in ln 1
⇢

, the behaviour of the tools can be quite complex, especially when we combine Y-splitter

with grooming. In this section, we discuss a small modification to the definition of Y-splitter

that largely simplifies this calculation and has the fringe benefit of coming with a small

performance enhancement.

Most of the complication in the calculations we have done so far comes from the fact that

the emission which passes the Y-splitter cut is the highest k
t

emission, which can be di↵erent

from the emission that dominates the mass. Such configurations produce only terms beyond

leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy but as we have seen their structure is rather involved. The

discussion and results beyond LL would clearly be simpler if the k

t

scale entering Y-splitter

was directly calculated based on the emission that dominates the jet mass. One can readily
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Figure 15: Same as figure as 8 and 7 now obtained from our analytic calculation

instead of Monte-Carlo simulations. In the right-hand plot, for clarity, the �-function

that appears at ⌧dichroic
21,groomed

= 1 (dijets) has been represented with finite width and scaled

down by a factor of 5.

full jet mass, are less peaked than the Monte-Carlo ones. This is likely due to sublead-

ing logarithmic corrections, like multiple-emission corrections which would e↵ectively

increase the Sudakov exponent.

The ⌧
21

distributions for both QCD jets and signal (W ) jets are shown in the

right plot of Fig. 15, to be compared with Fig. 7. The ordering between the di↵erent

curves is well captured by our analytic expressions. Di↵erences related to the over-

simplicity of our leading-logarithmic approximation are larger than what was seen for

the mass distribution. First, our analytic calculations are non-zero when ⌧
21

! 1.

This region is however not under control within our strongly-ordered approximation.

Similarly, the kink observed for ⌧
21

⇠ 0.5 is not physical. It comes from the onset of

the secondary-emission contribution which starts, in our formulas, at ⌧
21

= bg. The

analytic calculation for our dichroic combination is given by the black curves in the

right plot of Fig. 15. The dijet case clearly has a contribution proportional to �(⌧
21

�1)

(cf. Eq. (5.9)) (scaled down by a factor of 5 for clarity), which is not observed in

the Monte-Carlo results. In practice, additional emissions at smaller z✓2 would also

contribute to ⌧
21

, and they would transform the �(⌧
21

� 1) contribution into a Sudakov

peak at ⌧
21

& 1, which is visible on the Monte-Carlo simulations. We are currently

working on a better analytic calculation, lifting the assumption that emissions are
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Figure 12. Final results at NLO+LL, with non-perturbative corrections, for the normalised jet mass
distribution, in the case of the ungroomed pt,jet selection.

Figure 13. Final results at NLO+LL, with non-perturbative corrections, for the pt,mMDT selection.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the results (in black, with grey uncertainty bands) for the

ungroomed p

t,jet selection in the two representative transverse momentum bins: 460 < p

t,jet <

550 GeV and p

t,jet > 1300 GeV. The former is the jet mass distribution, while the latter

is normalised to the NLO jet cross-section in the appropriate transverse momentum bin.

Similarly, in Fig. 13 we show our final results for the p

t,mMDT selection. As discussed in

the paper, the NLO jet cross section is not well-defined in this case, so we only present

unnormalised distributions. For comparison, we also show in red the purely perturbative

NLO+LL results with their uncertainties. As previously noted, non-perturbative corrections

are sizeable (with large uncertainties) in the first few mass bins (m . 10 GeV) and at very

large masses, close to the end-point region. Nevertheless, there exists a region in mass,

which increases in size as p
t,jet grows, where non-perturbative e↵ects are genuinely small and
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Figure 14: Analytic NLL distributions compared to parton shower generators for (top row)

quark jets, (middle row) gluon jets, along with (bottom row) the corresponding ROC curves.

Parameters are chosen according to Eqs. (3.17), (3.18), and (3.20) with ⇤
NP

= 2 GeV and

(left column) � = �1 and (right column) � = �0.5.
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4

At Born level, the jet has a single parton, so z

g

is
undefined. We can, however, define F (z

g

) to be the one-
prong z

g

distribution, such that F (z
g

) acts like a non-
trivial measurement function that is independent of the
kinematics. Working to O(↵

s

) in the collinear limit,

p(z
g

) = F (z
g

) +
↵

s

C

i

⇡

Z
1

0

d✓

✓

⇥
 
P

i

(z
g

)⇥(z
g

� z

cut

)� F (z
g

)

Z
1/2

zcut

dz P

i

(z)

!

+O(↵2

s

) . (20)

There are two terms at O(↵
s

). The first term accounts
for the resolved case where the jet is composed of two
prongs from a 1 ! 2 splitting. The second term corre-
sponds to additional one-prong configurations (with the
same F (z

g

) measurement function as the Born case), aris-
ing either because the other prong has been removed by
soft drop grooming or from one-prong virtual corrections.

For a general F (z
g

), (20) is manifestly collinearly di-
vergent because of the ✓ integral, and F (z

g

) must be
renormalized. But there is a unique choice of F (z

g

) for
which collinear divergences are absent (at this order),
without requiring renormalization:

F

UV

(z
g

) =
P

i

(z
g

)
R
1/2

zcut
dz P

i

(z)
⇥(z

g

� z

cut

) . (21)

Plugging this into (20), the O(↵
s

) term vanishes, and we
recover precisely the distribution in (19).

In this way, z
g

at � = 0 exhibits an extended version of
IRC safety, where a non-trivial (and finite) measurement
function is introduced in a region of phase space where
the measurement would be otherwise undefined. Similar
measurement functions appeared (without discussion) in
the early days of jet physics [23, 24], where symmetries
determined their form. Here, we used the cancellation
of collinear divergences order-by-order in ↵

s

to find an
appropriate F (z

g

). We can also extend (20) beyond the
collinear limit by considering full real and virtual matrix
elements, leading to finite O(↵

s

) corrections to p(z
g

).
As alluded to above, F

UV

(z
g

) also has the interpre-
tation of being a UV fixed point from RG evolution.
The collinear divergence of (20) can be absorbed into a
renormalized FF, F (ren)(z

g

;µ), at the price of introduc-
ing explicit dependence on the MS renormalization scale
µ. Requiring (20) to be independent of µ through O(↵

s

)
results in the following RG equation for F (ren)(z

g

;µ):

µ

@

@µ

F

(ren)(z
g

;µ) =
↵

s

C

i

⇡

(22)

⇥
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i
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g
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� z

cut

)� F

(ren)(z
g

;µ)

Z
1/2

zcut

dz P

i

(z)

!
.

As µ goes to +1, the IR boundary condition is sup-
pressed and F

(ren)(z
g

;µ) asymptotes to F

UV

(z
g

).
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FIG. 2. Distributions of zg for � = 0 and zcut = 0.1 at the
13 TeV LHC, as simulated by Herwig++ 2.6.3. The pT of
the jets ranges from 50 GeV to 2 TeV, and the asymptotic
distribution for quark jets, F q

UV in (21), is solid black.

This UV asymptotic behavior can be tested using par-
ton shower Monte Carlo generators. In Fig. 2 we show
the z

g

distribution for � = 0 for Herwig++ 2.6.3 [25]
at the 13 TeV LHC, using FastJet 3.1 [26] and the
RecursiveTools contrib [27]. As shown in the supple-
ment, other generators give similar results. As the jet p

T

increases, p(z
g

) asymptotes to the form in (21) (which
happens to be nearly identical for quark and gluon jets).
This is due both to the RG flow in (22), which suppresses
non-perturbative corrections, and the decrease of ↵

s

with
energy, which suppresses O(↵

s

) corrections to p(z
g

).

In this paper, we gave a concrete definition of Su-
dakov safety, which extends the reach of pQCD beyond
the traditional domain of IRC safe observables. Even
at lowest perturbative order, the z

g

example highlights
the di↵erent analytic structures possible in the Sudakov
safe regime, and the FF approach to the IRC safe/unsafe
boundary yields new insights into the structure of per-
turbative singularities. In addition to being an interest-
ing conceptual result in perturbative field theory, (4) of-
fers a concrete prescription for how to leverage the grow-
ing catalog of high-accuracy pQCD calculations (both
fixed-order and resummed) to make predictions in the
IRC unsafe regime. This can be done without have to
rely (solely) on non-perturbative modeling, enhancing
the prospects for precision jet physics in the LHC era.
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stages of this work and Bob Ja↵e, Ian Moult, Du↵ Neill,
Michael Peskin, Gavin Salam, George Sterman, and Iain
Stewart for enlightening discussions. This work was sup-
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cooperative research agreement DE-FG02-05ER-41360.
J.T. is also supported by the DOE Early Career research
program DE-FG02-11ER-41741 and by a Sloan Research
Fellowship from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. S.M.
is supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation,
under grant PHY–0969510, the LHC Theory Initiative.

1307.0007, 1402.2657, 1502.01719, 1503.01088, 1603.09338,1609.07149, 
1612.03917, 1704.02210, 1704.06266, …

Explosion of theory predictions!
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Challenges Today

We have satisfying solutions to the theory problems 
that were identified as this field was being defined.

Where do we go now?

Many suggestions:
Understand correlations of observables/techniques?

Keep pushing precision boundary?
Extraction of SM parameters from data?

Theory feedback to parton shower tuning?

We will hear about these and more this week.
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Challenges Today

In the rest of this talk, I will focus on two directions:

The Phases of QCD Complexity of QCD

1112.6426
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The Phases of QCD

QCD is interesting because it exhibits collective or 
emergent phenomena.

“More is different”: Just because you know the QCD 
Lagrangian doesn’t mean you know all of its physics.

LQCD = �1

4
F a
µ⌫F

µ⌫ a +  ̄i /D 

jets hadrons quark-gluon plasma
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The Phases of QCD

Compare this to condensed matter. We’ve known the 
Lagrangian for 90 years, but don’t yet know all its physics.

LQED = �1

4
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ +  ̄i /D 

superconductivity chemistry lasers

Contrast this to neutrinos.  Once we know the Lagrangian 
for neutrinos, we know…the Lagrangian for neutrinos.
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The Phases of QCD

In this conference, we typically focus on one phase: 
chiral-symmetric, T = 0 QCD.
LQCD = �1

4
F a
µ⌫F

µ⌫ a +  ̄i /D 

chiral-symmetric, 
T = 0

mg > 0, 
T ≠ 0

The LHC is sensitive to (at least) two other phases, 
and jet substructure is being used to study all three.

chiral-broken, 
T = 0
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The Phases of QCD

Recent hadron physics with jet substructure studies 
have typically focused around fragmentation.

1209.3019, 1303.6637, 1601.01319, 1603.06981, 1612.04817, 1702.02947, 1704.05456, 1705.05375,…

Unfortunately, there will be only 1 (I think) talk on this 
exciting field in this conference.

9
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FIG. 6. h(Qi
1)

2i at LO and NLO for kT -like quark jets (left panel) and gluon jets (right panel) with R=0.5 and  = 1. The
bands correspond to the perturbative uncertainties for ⇢ = 1.
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FIG. 7. The average charge for an anti-kT quark jet is shown as function of the jet energy E for various values of  and R. The
Pythia results for d (u) quarks are shown as squares (circles). The plots are normalized to 1 at E = 100 GeV and R = 0.5,
which removes the dependence on the nonperturbative input and thus the quark flavor.

normalized to 1 at E = 100 GeV, which removes the de-
pendence on the nonperturbative parameter in Eq. (6).
At LO we do not include the NLO jet algorithm cor-
rections, i.e. we take eJij = 2(2⇡)3�ij . As Fig. 5 shows,
the NLO corrections reduce the average jet charge by a
non-negligible amount.

The perturbative uncertainties are estimated by vary-
ing the renormalization scale µ up and down by a factor
of 2. To keep the normalization point fixed, we simulta-
neously vary the scale in the normalization. We show un-
certainty bands both with (darker) and without (lighter)
this additional prescription in Fig. 5. In all the following
plots we will use this additional prescription, which keeps
the normalization point fixed and leads to smaller uncer-
tainties. However, since these uncertainty bands do not
quite overlap, they may be a bit too optimistic. In ad-
dition, the prescription causes the NLO band to be only
slightly narrower than the LO result. (Neither of these
issues are present for the lighter uncertainty bands.)

In Fig. 6 we study the convergence of h(Qi
)

2i for i =
q, g, which enters in the width in Eq. (10). We can no
longer completely remove the nonperturbative input by
normalizing, because of the mixing between quarks and
gluons. We therefore make an assumption for

⇢ =
h(Qg

)
2i

h(Qq
)2i at µ0 = 1 GeV, (40)

which we for simplicity take equal for all five light quark
flavors. The solid curves and uncertainty bands corre-
spond to ⇢ = 1 and the dotted curves in Fig. 6 corre-
spond to ⇢ = 2. We find again that the convergence is
reasonable. The mixing causes the width to reduce more
slowly as function of E. (For quarks the e↵ect of the
mixing is stronger if ⇢ is larger, whereas for gluons it is
the opposite way around.)
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Figure 5. The subjet distribution measured on an inclusive jet sample pp ! (jet jr) +X, using
anti-kT with jet radius R = 0.6 and subjet radius r = 0.2, for representative LHC kinematicsp
s = 13 TeV, |⌘| < 1.2. Shown are the NLO+LLR+LLr/R results for four di↵erent intervals of the

jet transverse momentum [25, 50], [50, 100], [100, 200], [200, 500] GeV.

sensitivity to soft radiation and so the factorization in eq. (1.2) must be modified to include

a soft function.

The matching for r ⌧ R in sec. 3.4 onto semi-inclusive jet functions still holds,

Gjet

i,excl(zr,!R, r, R, µ) =
X

j

Z

1

zr

dz0r
z0r

Jij,excl(z
0
r,!R, R, µ) Jj

⇣zr
z0r
,!r, r, µ

⌘



1 +O
✓

r2

R2

◆�

,

(3.40)

but the matching coe�cients Jij,excl are not the same as in the inclusive case. Rather, they

are the same as those of the fragmenting jet functions for exclusive jet samples, which were

calculated in ref. [56] for cone algorithms and in refs. [57, 58] for anti-kT .

3.8 Phenomenology for pp ! (jet jr) +X

We present numerical results for the momentum fraction of subjets measured on an inclusive

jet sample pp ! jet +X. In analogy with the hadron-in-jet calculations in proton-proton

collisions presented in refs. [11, 46], we adopt the notation pp ! (jet jr) + X, where jr
denotes a subjet of size r inside the larger jet of size R. The factorization formula for the

subjet distribution in proton-proton collisions is given by

d�pp!(jet jr)X

dpT d⌘ dzr
=
X

a,b,c

Z

1

xmin
a

dxa
xa

fa(xa, µ)

Z

1

xmin
b

dxb
xb

fb(xb, µ)
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Figure 3: Di↵erential cross sections for three di↵erent values of pcut
T .

For the sake of illustration, we plot the “normalized cross section” (which neglects the

PDFs and e↵ects of the fixed order beam function corrections, the latter of which can be

found in [55] following the discussion in Sec. 4.2), defined as

d�̃(⌧a) ⌘ B(x1, µ = µH)B̄(x2, µ = µH)

B(x1, µ = µ1
B)B̄(x2, µ = µ2

B)

d�(⌧1
a , ⌧2

a )

�LO(µ = µH)

�

�

�

�

⌧1a=⌧2a=⌧a

. (5.72)

For the kinematic and algorithm/observable parameters, we choose for a set of default

parameters (fixed to these values unless explicitly varying them in the figures)

Ecm = 10 TeV

a = 0

y1 = 1.0

y2 = 1.4

pT = 500 GeV

pcutT = 20 GeV

R = 0.6

ycut = 5.0
, (5.73)

which corresponds to (via Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2))

t/s = �0.401

u/s = �0.599
p

s/Ecm = 0.051

and
x1 = 0.169

x2 = 0.015
, (5.74)

and for the profile functions parameters, we choose

⌧min = 2(1 � a)µ0R1�a/pT = .00032(1 � a)

⌧max = .002
and

✏1
⌧min

=
✏2

⌧max
= 10�0.1

µ0 = 200MeV
. (5.75)

– 28 –
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The Phases of QCD

The heavy ion community has recently been extremely 
interested in applications of jet substructure.

Recent theory studies: 1608.07283, 1610.08930, 1612.05116, 1707.01539, 1707.04142,…

We will hear much more throughout the week.

9

tion, as discussed in Sec. 4. The measurement of the splitting function in PbPb collisions for
several centrality intervals is presented in Fig. 3. The measured zg distribution in peripheral
PbPb collisions is within uncertainties in agreement with the pp (smeared) measurement. For
more central collisions, a difference becomes apparent. The 10% most central PbPb collisions
exhibit a significantly steeper zg distribution when compared with pp collisions. The observa-
tion indicates that the splitting into two branches becomes increasingly more unbalanced for
more central collisions. In Fig. 4 the measurement is further characterized by extracting the
mean value of zg as a function of the average number of participants as reported in Tab. 1.
A smaller hzgi is observed in central PbPb collisions compared to the smeared pp reference.
Differences between the zg of quarks and gluons are found to be a few a percent [29], so the ob-
served modification cannot result from changes in relative rates of quark and gluon produced
events.
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Figure 3: Splitting function in PbPb for 160 < pT,jet < 180 GeV in several centrality ranges
compared to pp data. For this comparison the resolution of the pp data is deteriorated to
the same resolution as the PbPb measurement for each centrality selection. The shaded area
around the data points indicates the systematic uncertainty while the vertical lines represent
the statistical uncertainty.

The modification of the splitting function in central PbPb collisions is shown in Fig. 5 over a
wide kinematic range in pT,jet. At pT,jet selections above 200 GeV the splitting function in PbPb
collisions becomes more similar to pp collisions indicating that the jet quenching effect gets
smaller.

3

the anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.4 [28]. They are then
groomed using the soft-drop jet grooming procedure [25].
The parameters chosen in the CMS measurements are
β = 0 and zcut = 0.1. Another cut on ∆R12 > 0.1 is
imposed due to the detector resolution where ∆R12 is the
distance between the two branches in the pseudorapidity-
azimuthal angle plane. The requirement also effectively
selects jets with the branching angle greater than 0.1.
The groomed momentum sharing zg and its normalized
distribution

p(zg) =
1

Njet

dN

dzg
, (11)

are measured. The jets are selected with the following
cuts on the jet transverse momentum (pT ) and pseudora-
pidity (η): pT > 140 GeV and |η| < 1.3. The in-medium
momentum sharing modification is quantified by taking
the ratio of the zg distributions in proton-proton and
lead-lead collisions,

R
p(zg)
AA = p(zg)

PbPb
!

p(zg)
pp . (12)

The modification patterns are examined across a wide
range of pT bins with different collisional centralities.
FIG. 2 shows the result for the ratio of the momentum

sharing distributions of inclusive jets in 0-10% central
Pb+Pb and p+p collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. We

consider two pT bins 140 GeV < pT < 160 GeV (up-
per panel) and 250 GeV < pT < 300 GeV (lower panel)
to study the modification pattern as a function of the
jet transverse momentum. The preliminary CMS data
shows a strong modification of the momentum sharing
distribution for jets with lower pT in central collisions,
and the modification decreases quite quickly when the
jet pT becomes higher. The red bands correspond to the
theoretical calculations with the variation of g = 2.0±0.2.
We find that the modification does decrease as the jet pT
increases. However, the pT dependence in our theory
calculation is not as strong as suggested in the prelimi-
nary CMS measurements, with the amount of modifica-
tion around zg = 0.5 underestimated in our calculation
for lower pT jets. For jets with higher pT , our calculation
is consistent with the preliminary CMS data within the
experimental uncertainties.
FIG. 3 shows the modification of the momentum shar-

ing distribution for inclusive jets in mid-peripheral lead-
lead collisions with centrality 30-50% at

√
sNN = 5.02

TeV. Here we only examine jets in the 140 GeV < pT <
160 GeV bin since the modification is larger for lower pT
jets. Both the CMS preliminary data and our calculation
show moderate modifications of the zg distributions, and
we are consistent with each other. The medium modi-
fication of the zg distribution decreases with collisional
centrality.
Predictions for the momentum sharing distribution ra-

tios for inclusive jets in proton-proton and central lead-
lead collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV are shown in FIG. 4.
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FIG. 2: Comparison of theoretical calculations and prelimi-
nary CMS data for the ratio of momentum sharing distribu-
tions of inclusive anti-kT R = 0.4 jets in central Pb+Pb and
p+p collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Jets are soft-dropped

with β = 0, zcut = 0.1 and ∆R12 > 0.1. Bands correspond
to the theoretical uncertainty estimated by varying the cou-
pling between the jet and the medium (g = 2.0± 0.2). Upper
panel: modification for jets with 140 GeV < pT < 160 GeV
and |η| < 1.3. Lower panel: modification for jets with
250 GeV < pT < 300 GeV and |η| < 1.3.
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FIG. 3: Comparison of theoretical calculations and prelimi-
nary CMS data for the momentum sharing modification of
inclusive jets in proton-proton and lead-lead collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Shown are the same studies as in FIG.

2 for anti-kT R = 0.4 jets with 140 GeV < pT < 160 GeV
and |η| < 1.3 in mid-peripheral collisions. The same soft-drop
parameters are used to groom the jets.

CMS measurements 
inspired theory predictions

…which inspired more measurements!
CMS-PAS-HIN-16-006

1703.10933, 1704.03046, 1704.05230
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Complexity of QCD

Finally, I want to end with a word of caution.

QCD is a complex theory: 
the interactions of quarks and gluons are non-linear.

A jet, like this one, might 
have 30 particles in it.

The goal of our field is to 
tease out all information in it.

However, we need to be 
careful how we do this.
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Complexity of QCD

Analogously, here is a cool image:

Likely, you know what it is, but 
I won’t ruin the suspense yet.

You might think there there is 
a huge amount of information.

The more you zoom into the 
image, the more you see.
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Complexity of QCD

To understand this image, you might zoom in and find:

These look very different, and if you focus too much on 
small sections, you might not see the larger structure.
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Complexity of QCD

Then, if I tell you this is the Mandelbrot set, defined by 
the region of convergence from recursively applying:

You will likely be very surprised!

Complexity does not equal 
explosion of information

f(z) = z2 + c

Fractals, like the Mandelbrot 
set, can have arbitrary 

complexity from simple rules
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Complexity of QCD

The same thing is true for our jet.

Though it has 30 particles, how those particles came 
to be is very simple.

Q

2 dfi(x,Q
2)

dQ

2
=

Z 1

x

dx

↵

s

2⇡
P

ij k

⇣
x

z

⌘
f

k

(z,Q2)

Essentially all particle production in QCD is governed 
by the surprisingly simple DGLAP equation:
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Complexity of QCD

The DGLAP equation can be solved recursively, just 
like the definition of the Mandelbrot set.

To see the simplicity, we need to work to understand 
the correlations and broader structure in jets.

This produces a seemingly-complex, fractal-like 
substructure of a jet.



What is the best way to organize the information 
in a jet, to trivially “see” the simplicity?
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Is a machine learning method simple, or does it 
have a large amount of superfluous information?

Complexity of QCD

Whether the machine learns or not is irrelevant; 
are you learning along with it?

Questions to ponder:



Bonus Slides
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Outlook
Progress we’ve made, theoretical and experimental, was

not imaginable a few years ago, when the discussion about
jets used to be confined to “cone” v. “kt”

Today we have basic subjet tools + many advances
(shapes, Qjets, deconstruction, BDT taggers, . . . )

Successful adoption by the experiments!

Job for theorists now:
Really understand the taggers?

Understand intermediate pt regions?
More searches?

Gavin Salam (CERN/Princeton/CNRS) Boost Theory Summary Boost 2012-07-27 33 / 33

Gavin Salam Theory Summary
BOOST 2012
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OUTLOOK 

Past: 
Basic substructure algorithms 

First precision calculations (jet mass, τ2/τ1 signal) 

Present: 

Sophisticated substructure 
algorithms 

Rethinking what can/should be 
calculated 

Understanding how algorithms work 

Furture: 
Optimal algorithms? 

PDFs + Mathematica = data? 

Substructure for BSM or precision SM physics 

Matt Schwartz Theory Summary
BOOST 2013
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Instead of a conclusion

Past (LHC Run I)

Myriad of available jet substructure tools

Run I has shown that it is a (very) promising field

Future: (my) (theory) wishlist

Pursue the analytic effort engaged over the past year

understand combination more deeply

can we avoid non-perturbative effects?

see measurements to confirm(inform) these understandings

“Collinear Monte-Carlo simualtions” not necessarily suited for all fat
jet studies

Higher energy/luminosity in Run2 ⇒ new challenges/opportunities

Grégory Soyez (IPhT, CEA Saclay) Theory Lessons from LHC Run I August 18, 2014 26 / 26

Gregory Soyez Theory Intro
BOOST 2014
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Introduction 
Other than nature obliging (not really in our 
hands I guess) what do we need? 
 
 
 

Sharp theory tools 
Implementation in 
experiment and 
precise data 

Taggers 
and 
groomers 

Monte Carlo 
tools 

First principles QCD  
calculations. 
 
 

Mrinal Dasgupta Theory Summary
BOOST 2014
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Jesse Thaler Re-Focus
BOOST 2016

24Jesse Thaler — The Shape of Jets to Come

Open Questions for Deep Learning

Ultimate performance boundary?
Saturated by physics in parton shower?  (or go data driven?)	
Approximately equivalent to BDT of existing discriminants?

Multi-category classification?
Natural in deep learning to go beyond S vs. B	

e.g. for diboson excess:  q, g, W+, Z0, W– (and L vs. T?)

Hyper-variate vs. multi-variate?
Raw image processing or preprocessed “basis” inputs?

Deep thinking via deep learning?
How to understand/visualize what has been learned?	

Could next uni-variate technique come from neural network study? 
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Broadening the theory community

We need specific problems that will trigger their interest
• tuning MCs for q/g after LH study,
• electroweak effects in the boosted regime
•  new determinations of SM parameter αs, mt, …

Pheno/
BSM

MCs

Electro-
Weak

High-
order
QCD

heavy
ions

should we have 
dedicated sessions?

..…
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Simone Marzani Theory Summary
BOOST 2016


